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1.  Macroeconomic environment in  2020:

  Climate aggravated by further increases in  

national debt and persistent, rising geopolitical 

tensions

  Central bank policy running out of ammunition, 

negative interest rates and increased bond purchases

   Pressure on banks is increasing further due to  :

     rising risk costs 

  negative interest rates

    competition from FinTechs and MPLs 

  conversion of IT infrastructure through digitalisation and  

  regulation, e.g. Basel IV and sustainable finance

    Real economic structural change is increasing financing 

requirements in new business areas driven by digitalisation and 

new mobility concepts

  Increasing bond purchases by the ECB in the investment 

sector, coupled with higher default rates in the high-yield sector, 

will shape the bond markets

  Continued high growth in FinTechs and MPL platforms, 

accompanied by ongoing market shakeout in the traditional 

banking environment

  Capital market union: bank regulation will progress, setting 

the stage for implementation of Basel IV (completion of Basel 

III) and first steps towards implementation of green finance/

sustainability requirements on the part of the EU

  CO2-reduction will also reach the financial sector via green 

finance regulation

  EU policy is moving between regulation, capital 

market union and trade dispute between China and 

the US, and last but not least the pending Brexit

  Increasing political criticism of globalisation 

from left and right in connection with growing 

instability in emerging markets

  CO2 and climate policy are gaining massively 

in importance as a topic

  Currency systems are coming under pressure due to 

increasing popularity of cryptocurrencies

  Growing challenges in the economic environment  

(EU and Germany)

  Germany as an industrial country amid structural change in Europe 

(e-mobility, digitilisation, global trade as drivers)

3. What does this mean for securitisation 
and asset-based finance instruments?

A.

B. C.

2.  Capital and financial market trends

4. Which topics and projects  
does TSI derive from this for its 2020 network?
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